
CORE  PinPoint 
Battery Powered Pinspot 

CORE PinPoint 
 

Single LED pin-spot light for event highlighting. With battery power, wireless dimming, 

magnetic base, adjustable head focus and IP65 rated for outdoor use.  

Ideal for lighting table-centres, art pieces, enhancing artefacts, or simply providing quick 

and easy task lighting. Much faster setup than traditional pin-spot lighting, introducing 

new levels of control using Bluetooth/mobile app or lighting desk with WirelessDMX. 

On a single charge the unit runs around 12 hours at full power. After use can then be 

dropped into a charging case with other units ready for next use. 

KEY BENEFITS: 
 High intensity 4deg tight beam for concentrated spot from a tall ceiling 

 Pick out objects such as a vase of flowers on a table 

 Lithium battery lasts longer than most events at 12hours  

 Charges in only 5 hours for same-day warehouse turnaround 

 Simple operation by any user from the mobile phone app with Bluetooth 

 Greater level of control for professionals - lighting desk with W-DMX transmitter 

 Aesthetically designed housing to complement the most exclusive surroundings 

 Fast attachment with strong neodymium magnet or onto mechanical spigot 

LIGHT HEAD: 
 300 lumen single LED in warm white (3000K). Ideal colour for spot lighting 

 Focus with attractive flexible chrome tube. Easy positioning & no spring-back 

CONTROL: 

 Bluetooth control using Bluetooth Low Energy for increased range & low power 

 Phone app means no lost remote handsets and no need to be directly under unit 

 Wireless DMX enabled desk control for many units on individual DMX addresses 

POWER: 

 Lithium ion battery – same technology as used in CORE’s entire range of lighting 

 Charging in case of 10 units. Unit attaches with magnet and secured by lid 

MOUNTING: 

 Attach with magnet, screw onto spigot or stand on ledge with built-in feet 

 Attach magnet to pipe & drape clips—secondary mounting hole for safety wire  

 Only 600g weight  
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